MIT’s Bob Mehrabian passes the ball near the Springfield goal in Saturday’s Soccer match with Springfield. Bucking up the play is Alpha Epsilon Pi member Ted Cohen. MIT and Springfield fought their way to a deadlock in overtime, 2-2.
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John Bible

Soccer (F) - Exeter, Away,
Cross Country (F) - Easterns,
Cross Country (F) - Wesleyan,
Cross Country (F) - Easterns.

---

The IM tournament reached its very final stages, with only two singles matches remaining to be played in the championship contest between Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Phi Gamma Delta. SAE advanced to the finals with a 2-1 victory over Baker B on Thursday, Oct. 24, but trails by 2-1 in the final with PTO.

---

The Fish then chatted with SAE on Sunday, Oct. 25. For the intramural net championship, only two doubles and one singles match could be finished, with the remainder of the competition awaiting the results of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Phi Gamma Delta semifinals. The Fish met with the officers of SAE and Phi Gamma Delta to get their thoughts on the championship round.
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Friday Lead SAE 2-1
In IM Tennis Finals, Closing Matches Today
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